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“In 50 years we have never lost a client because we 

have always been able to solve their problems”



COMPANY

PROJECT GROUP:

we are a group of people 

with specific skills in various 

industrial sectors.

SECTORS:

 - System design

 - Automation - ATEX

 - Solar panels

 - Robotics

 - Security

A synergy that can guarantee 

flexible solutions and high 

standards in terms of quality 

and organisation.
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INNOVATING FOR OVER 50 YEARS

The original core of the current Project Group was founded 

by two brothers, Guido and Paolo Monti, in 1967. The sons of 

labourers, they grew up during years of major economic change. 

Guido worked in Reggio Emilia as a mechanical welder, but soon 

moved on to pinball and jukebox maintenance. 

Paolo, having learned the principles of electrical circuits in real 

world applications, followed his brother to Parma, where they 

set up Fratelli Monti Snc.

Towards the end of the 1960s, the emergence of many 

industrial warehouses offered the chance to carry out its first 

major orders.

In fifty years of business, Project Group has moved on from small 

electrical installations to full-scale factory management.
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In the early 1980s, they started 

combining automation with electrical 

systems, thanks to their future 

partner Valdo Cascione, who already 

had years of experience in the use of 

programmable PLCs, and founded Aie 

Progetti Srl.

Project Group now develops process 

automation systems for home and 

workplace security, with a special focus 

on monitoring consumption to save energy.
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VISION/MISSION

VISION

We want to remain the benchmark for creating smart and sustainable systems to improve 

technology in industrial processes, quality and workplace security.

MISSION

The company has established itself over time and is still run today by 5 members who work 

at the company, improving the quality of services in the technological innovation sector.

We are a well-known cutting-edge company in the automation and industrial system 

sectors, as well as the energy efficiency and service sectors.

We have always paid the greatest attention to customers’ needs through tailor-made, 

customised projects and solutions. We are looking to the future and improving our specialist 

skills every day.

We want to continuously improve our organisation and human resources development 

and are constantly investing in research and development while combining experience 

with young talent. We are looking at new, fascinatingly complex challenges while seeking 

strategic partnerships to provide an increasingly comprehensive and qualified service.
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UNDERSTAND, DESIGN AND CREATE

For our company, electrical 

engineering and electronic 

automation are key sectors 

for designing and creating 

every project, whether civil or 

industrial, public or private.

Each company division is 

organised with production 

managers and highly 

specialised staff who receive 

lifelong training to handle 

the design, installation 

and implementation of our 

systems and plants.
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TEAM

Project Group is led by its President, Paolo Monti, who is assisted by 4 other partners and 

the Director, who is in charge of all organisational, administrative and managerial aspects.

The 7 company managers, together with the Director, plan the company’s work, while 

coordinating and sharing any major issues.

We really value the opinions of all our employees and partners. 

We understand that it is essential to work together as a team.
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PROJECT GROUP divisions

SECURITY

AUTOMATION – ATEX

SYSTEM DESIGN

ROBOTICS

MACHINE TOOLS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SERVICE
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SYSTEM DESIGN

For mechanical or lighting 

applications, the company builds 

and implements systems for the 

transformation, distribution and 

monitoring of electricity, in both 

industrial and civil contexts.
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AUTOMATION - ATEX

Project Group produces industrial 

automation, electrical panels and 

software according to customers’ specific 

requirements.

The company’s technical experts deal with 

every stage of the process, from design 

right through to implementation. 

The company produces automation 

systems for:

 - Process controls

 - Forging, pressing and lamination

 - Test benches

 - ATEX panels and systems

 - Industry 4.0 oriented monitoring systems
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Project Group specialises 

in working on new or 

reconditioned machinery.

The services provided include 

the implementation of PLCs, 

motion control systems and 

numerical controls.

The operational section deals 

with both the design and 

retrofitting of control and 

automation systems.

MACHINE TOOLS
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Project Group installs the best 

products available on the global 

market for the production of energy 

from renewable sources and its 

storage in collaboration with the 

energy efficiency supply chain, while 

also covering the financial side.

The company deals with systems 

designed to save energy, including:

 - LED lighting

 - Solar panels

 - Hydroelectric

 - Energy audits

 - Cogeneration

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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ROBOTICS
The technical staff in this division can 

build automated workstations based 

on any customer needs or according to 

specific designs.

The company guarantees swift feasibility studies and set 

projects for every request.
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SECURITY

The company installs wired and radio 

intruder alarm systems, CCTV systems and 

controlled access systems for homes and 

industries.

Every system is programmable and can also 

be controlled using a smartphone and PC.
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SERVICE

Project Group provides a comprehensive after-sales service including technical assistance, and management 

and maintenance of operating systems.

It offers customers on-call maintenance with a 24h call-out service, as well as scheduled support contracts. 

We also offer a maintenance and cleaning service for solar panel systems, as well as remote assistance for 

automation systems. The customer support team carries out over 1500 jobs a year as part of this service.
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NETWORK AND PARTNERSHIPS

CERTIFICATIONS

Technical partners

Partners

Member of Unindustria Reggio Emilia

UNI EN ISO
9001:2015

RENEWABLE ENERGY
SOURCES

FER

UNI ISO
45001:2018

SOA LEGALITY
RATING
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CLIENT PORTFOLIO
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PROJECT GROUP S.R.L.
Via G. Galilei, 2 - 42020 S. Polo d’Enza (RE) - ITALY

tel. +39 0522 873376 • fax +39 0522 873098
info@project-group.eu • www.project-group.eu


